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The electromagnetic nucleon form factors provide constraints on generalized quark distributions. Key results of
the study presented here are a strong dependence of the average impact parameter of quarks on their longitudinal
momentum fraction, a striking difference in the t dependence of u and d quark contributions to elastic form
factors, and an estimate of the orbital angular momentum carried by valence quarks in the nucleon.
1. INTRODUCTION
Much of what we know about hadron struc-
ture comes from measurements of parton den-
sities, which quantify the distribution of longi-
tudinal momentum and helicity of partons in
a fast-moving hadron. Generalized parton dis-
tributions (GPDs) complement this essentially
one-dimensional picture with information in the
plane perpendicular to the direction of movement.
These distributions parameterize matrix elements
of non-local quark or gluon operators. We focus
here on the unpolarized quark sector, where the
distribution Hq(x, ξ, t) is diagonal in proton he-
licity and Eq(x, ξ, t) describes proton helicity flip.
The variables x and ξ parameterize longitudinal
quark momentum fractions relative to the average
proton momentum 12 (p + p
′) as shown in Fig. 1,
whereas the invariant t = (p − p′)2 depends on
both longitudinal and transverse components of
the momentum transferred to the proton. In the
forward limit p = p′ one recovers the usual quark
and antiquark densities as q(x) = Hq(x, 0, 0) and
q¯(x) = −Hq(−x, 0, 0) with x > 0. For the precise
definitions of GPDs and further information we
refer to the recent reviews [1].
According to factorization theorems, GPDs ap-
pear in the scattering amplitudes of suitable hard
exclusive processes such as deeply virtual Comp-
ton scattering, γ∗p → γp, and exclusive meson
production, e.g. γ∗p → ρp. In these processes,
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Figure 1. Relevant variables in a GPD.
the longitudinal momentum transfer ξ is fixed
by the kinematics, whereas x is a loop variable.
To disentangle the x and ξ dependence of GPDs
from measured process amplitudes remains an
outstanding task, but generically the dominating
values of x in the loop integrals will be of order ξ.
2. IMPACT PARAMETER DENSITIES
To represent GPDs in transverse position
space, we form wave packets
|p+, b〉 =
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
e−ibp |p+,p〉 (1)
from momentum eigenstates |p+,p〉, where we
write v± = (v0 ± v3)/√2 for the light-cone com-
ponents and v = (v1, v2) for the transverse part
of a four-vector v. The state |p+, b〉 is localized
at b in the transverse plane (often called impact
parameter plane). Formally it is an eigenstate
of a suitably defined transverse position operator
[2]. It is thus possible to localize a relativistic
state exactly in two dimensions, whereas local-
ization in all three dimensions involves ambigui-
ties at the level of the Compton wavelength. For
1
2a parton interpretation it is natural to consider
states |p+, b〉 with large p+, which describe a fast-
moving proton. Further analysis reveals that b is
the “center of momentum” of the partons in the
proton, given as b =
∑
i p
+
i bi /
∑
i p
+
i in terms
of their plus-momenta and transverse positions.
The center of momentum is related by Noether’s
theorem to transverse boosts, in analogy to the
relation between the center of mass and Galilean
transformations in nonrelativistic mechanics.
Taking matrix elements between impact pa-
rameter states (1) of the quark or gluon opera-
tors defining general parton distributions in mo-
mentum space, one obtains Fourier transforms of
these distributions. For vanishing skewness pa-
rameter ξ one finds that
q(x, b) =
∫
d2∆
(2pi)2
e−ib∆Hq(x, 0,−∆2) (2)
is the density of quarks with longitudinal momen-
tum fraction x and transverse distance b from
the center of momentum of the proton [3]. For
nonzero ξ one no longer has a probability inter-
pretation because the two quark momentum frac-
tions in Fig. 1 are not the same, but b still de-
scribes the distribution of the struck quark in the
transverse plane [4]. According to the discussion
at the end of the introduction, the combined ξ
and t dependence of hard exclusive scattering pro-
cesses thus yields information about the impact
parameter distribution of partons with longitudi-
nal momentum fraction of order ξ. Note that the
connection between GPDs and spatial distribu-
tions in the transverse plane discussed here dif-
fers from the well-known representation of form
factors in terms of spatial distributions in three
dimensions, which has been extended to GPDs
in [5].
Just as the ordinary parton densities, the dis-
tributions q(x, b) depend on the scale µ at which
the partons are resolved. The scale evolution is
local in b and described by the usual DGLAP
equations. For the valence quark distributions
qv(x, b) = q(x, b)− q¯(x, b) we have
µ2
d
dµ2
qv(x, b) =
∫ 1
x
dz
z
[
P
(x
z
)]
+
qv(z, b) , (3)
x
low
high
µ
µ
2b
Figure 2. Typical pattern of scale evolution in x
and b2.
where P (z) denotes the quark splitting function.
As a consequence the b dependence of the distri-
butions at given x changes with µ. In particular,
the average squared impact parameter 〈b2〉x for
valence quark distributions evolves as [6]
µ2
d
dµ2
〈b2〉x (4)
= − 1
qv(x)
∫ 1
x
dz
z
P
(x
z
)
qv(z)
[
〈b2〉x − 〈b2〉z
]
,
where we defined
〈b2〉x =
∫
d2b b2 qv(x, b)∫
d2b qv(x, b)
= 4
∂
∂t
logHqv (x, t)
∣∣∣
t=0
(5)
with Hqv (x, t) = H
q(x, 0, t) + Hq(−x, 0, t) being
the momentum space counterpart of qv(x, b). The
evolution equations for singlet distributions mix
quarks and gluons as usual. We will argue below
that 〈b2〉x is a decreasing function of x. Since
P (z) > 0, the average impact parameter at given
x then decreases with µ according to (4). This is
readily understood: at fixed b evolution to higher
scale µ decreases the longitudinal momentum of
quarks because they radiate gluons. As sketched
in Fig. 2, this implies a smaller typical b at given
x as µ increases.
At large x, the struck quark takes most of the
proton momentum, so that its impact parameter
tends to coincide with the center of momentum
of the entire proton. In the limit x→ 1 one thus
expects a narrow distribution in b, or equivalently
a flat t dependence of GPDs in momentum space.
3b
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Figure 3. Three-quark configuration with one
fast quark in a proton. The thick line denotes
the center of momentum of the proton and the
dashed line the center of momentum of the two
spectator quarks.
An estimate for the overall transverse size of the
proton in that limit is provided by the transverse
distance b/(1− x) between the struck quark and
the center of momentum of the spectator partons,
as shown in Fig. 3. It is plausible to assume that
this distance remains finite due to confinement
[7], so that the average squared impact parameter
of partons vanishes like 〈b2〉x ∼ (1−x)2 for x→ 1.
3. THE DIRAC FORM FACTORS
Information on the interplay between x and t in
the valence distributions Hqv (x, t) can be obtained
from the Dirac form factors of proton and neutron
via the sum rules
F p1 (t) =
∫ 1
0 dx
[
2
3H
u
v (x, t)− 13Hdv (x, t)
]
, (6)
Fn1 (t) =
∫ 1
0
dx
[
2
3H
d
v (x, t) − 13Huv (x, t)
]
, (7)
where we have neglected the contribution from
strange quarks. Flavor labels in Hqv refer to
quarks in the proton. Notice that the dependence
of GPDs on the resolution scale µ cancels in these
integrals, because the electromagnetic form fac-
tors belong to a conserved current. In this way,
form factors measured at low t can constrain the
distributions of partons resolved at much higher
resolution scales µ2.
The information from elastic form factors is
very complementary to what can be learned from
hard exclusive scattering processes. Experimen-
tal coverage in t and the precision of measure-
ments and their quantitative interpretation is
typically greater for form factors than for more
complex exclusive processes. Electromagnetic
form factors are sensitive to the difference of
quark and antiquark distributions and thus in-
sensitive to sea quarks and gluons, which can be
accessed in processes like deeply virtual Compton
scattering or vector meson production. Finally,
parton momentum fractions only appear under
an integral in elastic form factors, whereas a com-
bined measurement of the ξ and t dependence in
exclusive processes gives a more direct correla-
tion of longitudinal and transverse variables as
discussed in Sect. 2.
3.1. An ansatz for the distribution Hqv
In the following we present results of the anal-
ysis of electromagnetic form factors performed in
Ref. [6], to which we refer for details. A study
along similar lines can be found in [8]. Our ansatz
for Hqv is of the form
Hqv (x, t) = qv(x) exp[ tfq(x) ], (8)
where for qv(x) we have taken the CTEQ6M pa-
rameterization [9]. The results of our analysis are
stable within the CTEQ error estimates on the
parton densities. All distributions in the follow-
ing refer to the scale µ = 2 GeV. The interplay
between x and t dependence in Hqv is controlled
by the profile function fq(x), which according to
(5) is readily identified as 14 〈b2〉x.
For small x, Regge phenomenology of soft
hadronic interactions suggests an ansatz [10]
Hqv (x, t) ∼ x−(α+α
′t) = x−α e tα
′ log(1/x) (9)
for the x dependence, with α ≈ 0.4 to 0.5 and
α′ ≈ 0.9 GeV−2 corresponding to the leading me-
son exchange trajectories. This is known to work
rather well for the usual valence quark densities,
i.e. in the forward limit t = 0. We note that
in the singlet sector the situation is more com-
plicated: the powers α parameterizing sea quark
and gluon densities at scales of a few GeV are
significantly larger than the respective values for
meson and pomeron exchange in soft hadronic re-
actions. Furthermore, the value of α′ measured
in exclusive J/Ψ production, which involves the
generalized gluon distribution, is smaller than the
corresponding value for pomeron exchange in soft
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Figure 4. Results of fitting the ansatz given by (8) and (10) to the proton and neutron Dirac form factors
using the sum rules (6) and (7). Shaded bands reflect the 1–σ uncertainties on the fitted parameters.
The data for F p1 are described within 5% except for the point at the highest |t |.
scattering processes [11]. It remains an outstand-
ing task to constrain the shrinkage parameter α′
in generalized sea quark distributions and to un-
derstand its interplay with α′ for gluons through
evolution in µ.
For the limit x→ 1 we impose fq(x) ∼ (1−x)2,
corresponding to a finite transverse size of the
proton as discussed in Sect. 2. We investigated
several forms of fq that interpolate between the
limiting behavior for x → 0 and x → 1 just dis-
cussed, and found good results with
fq(x) = α
′(1− x)3 log(1/x)
+Bq(1− x)3 +Aqx(1 − x)2. (10)
The high power of (1 − x) multiplying the term
with log(1/x) ensures that the parameter α′ con-
trols the behavior of the distribution at small but
not at moderate or large x – we expect that the
physics in these x regions is very different and not
naturally described by the same parameters.
3.2. Results and lessons of the fit
With the ansatz just described we obtain a
good fit to the data for the Dirac form factors,
as seen in Fig. 4. To reduce the number of free
parameters we set α′ = 0.9 GeV−2; leaving it free
we find α′ = 0.97±0.04 GeV−2 well in the region
suggested by Regge phenomenology. We also im-
posed Bu = Bd ; relaxing this constraint improves
the fit only slightly. The main result of our fit is
a strong x dependence of the average impact pa-
rameter of valence quarks over the entire x range.
This is illustrated for u quarks in Fig. 5, where
we plot the average distance du between struck
quark and spectators.
We have also fitted the form factors to the al-
ternative ansatz
fq(x) = α
′(1− x)2 log(1/x)
+Bq(1 − x)2 +Aqx(1 − x) (11)
for the profile function. This leads to a similarly
good description of the data as with the form
(10). The reason can be seen in Fig. 5. Up to
x ∼ 0.8 the fitted results for du(x) are barely dis-
tinguishable; only for larger x does the fit with
(11) produce a rise of du(x) to values that appear
unphysically large. In the t range where there is
data, the form factor F p1 is however barely sensi-
tive to x > 0.8. This is shown in Fig. 6, where we
also plot the average value
〈x〉t =
∑
q eq
∫ 1
0
dxxHqv (x, t)∑
q eq
∫ 1
0 dxH
q
v (x, t)
(12)
of x in the integral (6). The more scarce data on
Fn1 do not constrain the region x > 0.8 either.
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Figure 5. Average distance between struck quark
and spectators in the valence distribution for u
quarks, given by du = (1−x)−1 [〈b2〉x]1/2 accord-
ing to Fig. 3. The lower curve is for our fit (10)
and the upper one for the alternative fit (11).
We see from this exercise that with observables
sensitive to x<∼ 0.8 one cannot unambiguously de-
termine a power-law behavior in (1 − x) for the
limit x→ 1.
The average impact parameter for d quarks is
less well constrained by our fit since F p1 , for which
data is abundant, is dominated by u quarks. We
found however that a good description of the
Fn1 data requires a larger impact parameter of
d quarks compared with u quarks at moderate to
large x. It will be interesting to see whether fu-
ture data on Fn1 confirm this trend. This would
be an analog to the very different distribution in
x of u and d quarks, which may for instance hint
at a quark-diquark structure of nucleon configu-
rations at large x [12].
3.3. Large t : Feynman and Drell-Yan
If one assumes that elastic form factors are
dominated by configurations where partons not
struck by the photon have virtualities of the or-
der of a strong interaction scale Λ2, then at large t
the momentum fraction of the struck quark must
become large – this is the mechanism originally
proposed by Feynman [12]. The integrals (6)
and (7) are then dominated by the region where
1 − x ∼ Λ/√−t. The large-t asymptotics of our
ansatz (8) and (10) indeed follows this behavior,
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Figure 6. Region of x (white region) which ac-
counts for 90% of F p1 (t) in the integral (6) for our
fit of Hqv (x, t). The upper and lower shaded x-
regions each account for 5% of F p1 (t). The thick
line shows the average 〈x〉t as defined in (12).
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Figure 7. The scale parameter Λeff for the Feyn-
man mechanism, as explained in the text.
as is readily seen from the saddle point approxi-
mation of the relevant integrals. To quantify this
we have evaluated Λeff(t) =
√−t 〈1 − x〉t with
〈1 − x〉t = 1 − 〈x〉t from (12). The result is
displayed in Fig. 7 and shows that the expected
asymptotic behavior slowly sets in for |t | around
10 GeV2.
To explore the dependence of our conclusions
on the assumed form of Hqv (x, t), we have per-
formed fits with the exponential t dependence in
(8) replaced by a power law
Hqv (x, t) = qv(x)
(
1− tfq(x)
p
)−p
(13)
6with fq(x) of the form (10). We obtain a good
description of the form factors in a wide range of
p, from p ≈ 2.5 up to the limit p→∞, where we
recover the exponential (8). Asymptotically, our
modified ansatz still satisfies 〈1 − x〉t ∼ Λ/
√−t.
For small p this behavior is however not reached
at values of t where there is data, and the form
factor sum rules are not dominated by large x.
(This underlines the need to check asymptotic
considerations against numerical estimates when
describing baryon form factors.) The available
data for F p1 does hence not prove that the Feyn-
man mechanism is at work in the high-t region,
but it is consistent with this assumption, given
the success of our fits with large p.
Dominance of the Feynman mechanism implies
the Drell-Yan relation
F q1 (t) ∼ |t |−(1+βq)/2 for qv(x) ∼ (1 − x)βq (14)
between the form factors F q1 (t) =
∫
dxHqv (x, t)
at large t and parton distributions at large x. We
can understand βq as an effective power describ-
ing the behavior of qv(x) at large x (rather than
in the experimentally unexplored limit x → 1).
With the CTEQ6M distributions at µ = 2 GeV
we find uv(x) ∼ (1− x)3.4 and dv(x) ∼ (1− x)5.0
for 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.9. The Drell-Yan relation then
implies a drastically different t dependence of the
contributions from u and d quarks to the nu-
cleon form factors. Fu1 = 2F
p
1 + F
n
1 should ap-
proximately scale like |t |−2 at large t, whereas
F d1 = F
p
1 + 2F
n
1 should fall off like |t |−3. This
difference in the large-t behavior is already felt at
lower values of t, as can be seen in the two upper
panels of Fig. 8, where we plot the x moments
hqi (t) =
∫ 1
0 dxx
i−1Hqv (x, t) (15)
with i = 1, 2, 3 for the GPDs obtained in our fit.
The lowest moments hu1 and h
d
1 can be extracted
from experimental data on the electromagnetic
proton and neutron form factors, and the higher
moments are accessible to calculation in lattice
QCD [13,14,15]. Both types of studies are chal-
lenging for |t | above 3 GeV2, where our fit pre-
dicts the most striking differences between u and
d quarks, but will hopefully be feasible in the fu-
ture.
4. THE PAULI FORM FACTORS
The proton helicity flip distributions Eq admit
a density interpretation at ξ = 0, similar to the
distributions Hq discussed so far. To see this one
changes basis from proton helicity states |↑〉, |↓〉 to
states |X±〉 = ( |↑〉± |↓〉 )/√2 polarized along the
positive or negative x axis. In impact parameter
space one then obtains the density
qX(x,b) = q(x, b)− b
y
m
∂
∂b2
eq(x, b) (16)
of unpolarized quarks in a proton polarized in the
positive x direction, where q(x, b) and
eq(x, b) =
∫
d2∆
(2pi)2
e−ib∆Eq(x, 0,−∆2) (17)
depend on b only through b2 due to rotation in-
variance. The impact parameter distribution of
quarks in a transversely polarized proton is thus
shifted in the direction perpendicular to the po-
larization. The interpretation of (16) as a density
implies positivity bounds for eq(x, b), which in
momentum space can be written as [16]
[
Eq(x, 0, t = 0)
]2
(18)
≤ m2
[
q(x) + ∆q(x)
] [
q(x) −∆q(x)
]
× 4 ∂
∂t
log
[
Hq(x, 0, t)± H˜q(x, 0, t)
]
t=0
.
Depending on the sign, the term in the third
line is the average squared impact parameter of
quarks with positive or negative helicity, which
according to our previous discussion tends to zero
for large x. In addition, the densities d + ∆d
and u −∆u of right-handed d and left-handed u
quarks are phenomenologically known to decrease
strongly with x, so that the right-hand side of (18)
restricts |Eq(x, 0, 0)| quite severely for larger val-
ues of x. The distribution Eq involves one unit
of orbital angular momentum since in the associ-
ated matrix elements the proton helicity is flipped
but the quark helicity conserved, see Fig. 9. The
bound (18) thus limits the amount of orbital an-
gular momentum that can be carried by quarks
with large x.
Sum rules analogous to (6) and (7) relate the
Pauli form factors of proton and neutron with
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Figure 8. Scaled x moments (15) and (23) of generalized u and d valence distributions at µ = 2 GeV,
obtained from our fits described in Sects. 3.1 and 4.
qE
Figure 9. Eq describes transitions where the pro-
ton helicity is flipped but the quark helicity con-
served. The helicity mismatch is compensated by
one unit of orbital angular momentum, according
to angular momentum conservation.
the valence combinations Eqv(x, t) = E
q(x, 0, t) +
Eq(−x, 0, t) of proton helicity flip distributions.
These distributions cannot be measured at t = 0
so that in contrast to Hqv (x, t) their forward limit
is unknown. We have made an ansatz
Eqv(x, t) = e
q
v(x) exp[ tgq(x) ] (19)
with gq(x) of the same functional form as fq(x)
in (10). For the forward limit of Eqv we assumed
a form
eqv(x) = Nq x−α(1 − x)βq , (20)
which is known to work quite well for the ordinary
valence quark distributions qv(x). The normal-
ization factors Nq are fixed by the requirement∫
dx eqv(x) = κq with κu ≈ 1.67 and κd ≈ −2.03
obtained from the magnetic moments of proton
and neutron. The overall normalization of Eqv is
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Figure 10. The orbital angular momentum carried by valence quarks at scale µ = 2 GeV, obtained in
the range of parameters for which we obtain a good fit to the proton and neutron Pauli form factors.
The corresponding values for the total angular momentum Jqv = L
q
v+
1
2
∫
dx∆qv(x) are Ju = Lu+
1
2 0.93
and Jdv = L
d
v − 12 0.34, so that Jdv comes out close to zero in our estimate.
hence quite large, which according to our discus-
sion implies significant spin-orbit effects of u and
d quarks in the proton.
Using the ansatz just described we obtain a
good fit to the data for the Pauli form factors
of proton and neutron, with α = 0.55 and α′ =
0.9 GeV−2 in agreement with expectations from
Regge phenomenology. The quality of the fit is
similar to the one we achieved for the Dirac form
factors. We find a very large range of allowed fit
parameters, which is hardly surprising since we
have to determine both functions eqv(x) and gq(x)
in (19). An important reduction of the allowed
parameter space is due to the positivity bound
(18) and its analog in impact parameter space at
large x (where it is reasonable to neglect the con-
tribution from antiquarks, which is subtracted in
the valence distributions and invalidates positiv-
ity conditions if it is large). We find in partic-
ular that βu ≥ 3.5 and βd ≥ 5 is required with
our ansatz, which quantifies our above statement
that Eqv must rather strongly decrease with x.
We can now evaluate the orbital angular mo-
mentum carried by valence quarks in the proton,
which according to Ji’s sum rule [17] is
Lqv =
1
2
∫ 1
0
dx
[
xeqv(x) + xqv(x) −∆qv(x)
]
. (21)
With our simple ansatz (20) one readily obtains
∫ 1
0
dxxeqv(x) = κq (1− α)/(2 − α+ βq). (22)
Remarkably, the results for Luv and L
d
v show only
little variation in the range of parameters α, βu
and βd for which we achieve a good fit to the
Pauli form factors, as shown in Fig. 10. For the
isovector combination we obtain a rather well de-
termined value Luv −Ldv = − 12 (0.77 to 0.92). The
isoscalar combination Luv+L
d
v = − 12 (0.11 to 0.22)
has a large uncertainty and is rather small, due
to partial cancellation between the two quark fla-
vors. Lattice calculations by the QCDSF Collab-
oration obtain Lu − Ld = − 12 (0.90 ± 0.12) and
Lu + Ld compatible with zero within errors [15].
We find the agreement with our estimates encour-
aging, especially for the isovector combination,
where contributions from sea quarks should be
small.
As in the case of Hqv , we find that the different
behavior of Euv and E
d
v at large x is reflected in
a different t dependence of their moments, as is
characteristic for the Feynman mechanism. This
is seen in the lower panels of Fig. 8, where we plot
eqi (t) =
∫ 1
0 dxx
i−1 Eqv(x, t) (23)
for i = 1, 2, 3 obtained with our best fit, where
the large-x powers in (20) are βu ≈ 4 and βd ≈
5.6. It will be very interesting to see whether
such a behavior can be established in form factor
measurements or lattice calculations.
Let us finally comment on the behavior of
the ratio F p2 /F
p
1 for |t | up to about 6 GeV2,
where there is data from the polarization transfer
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Figure 11. Data for the proton form factors, scaled by t2 (left) or |t |3 (right). The plateau of t2F p2 (t)
for |t | between 2 and 6 GeV2 illustrates that, in a limited kinematic region, observables may exhibit an
approximate power law which is only transient and very different from their asymptotic behavior.
method [18]. This data is rather well described
by a behavior F p2 /F
p
1 ∼ |t |−1 log2(|t |/Λ2) with
Λ ≈ 300 MeV, suggested by the recent study [19]
of F p2 in the leading-twist hard-scattering mech-
anism [20]. For the individual form factors, this
study obtains an approximate behavior
F1(t) ∼ α2+32/(9β)s |t |−2,
F2(t) ∼ α2+8/(3β)s log2(|t |/Λ2) |t |−3, (24)
where the squared logarithm in F2 arises from
cutting off endpoint singularities in the integra-
tions over quark momentum fractions. The terms
with β = 11− 2nf/3 in the exponents are due to
the evolution of the proton distribution ampli-
tude and numerically small, with 32/(9β) ≈ 0.4
and 8/(3β) ≈ 0.3. If one takes αs at scale t, then
the logarithms in F2 approximately cancel and
|t |3F2(t) should be nearly t independent. If in
contrast one assumes that the relevant scale in αs
is so low that the running coupling is effectively
frozen, then |t |2F1(t) should be flat. Figure 11
shows that neither behavior is realized for |t | be-
low 6 GeV2, where both |t |3F p2 (t) and |t |2F p1 (t)
increase. Thus, a calculation of F p1 and F
p
2 at
leading twist and leading order in αs not only
underestimates the normalization of the form fac-
tors (as remarked in [19]) but also fails to describe
their t dependence in the region under discussion.
Whether the fact that the ratio F p2 /F
p
1 can be
described with (24) is fortuitous or a sign of pre-
cious scaling behavior remains a matter of debate.
An important source of power corrections is the
effect of transverse quark momentum in the hard-
scattering subprocess [21]. This effect decreases
the form factors more strongly at lower than at
higher |t |, which may improve the description of
the t dependence but makes the discrepancy for
their normalization worse. The contribution of
the Feynman mechanism to F p1 and F
p
2 originates
from different kinematic configurations than the
hard-scattering mechanism. As a correction to
the leading-twist result it is hence additive rather
than multiplicative and will therefore not obvi-
ously cancel in the form factor ratio.
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